
Less Risk In Gold

Branton Kenton-Dau Principal Kenton-Dau LLC

New Insight leads to a better way of
trading gold

CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND,
October 1, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Today Kenton-Dau LLC, a New Zealand
company, announced that it was in
discussions with several Australian and
Chinese banks to enable them to
generate consistent on-going revenue
from gold.  The breakthrough comes
from the discovery of naturally occurring
periods of rise and fall in the market.
Knowing when to trade these periods
enables the ‘harvesting’ of this naturally
occurring pattern.

“The periods of rise and fall occur in a
four day pattern that repeats itself
endlessly,” says Branton Kenton-Dau, the
company’s Principal. “No other
information is needed to secure on-going
revenue.”

The head of quantitative research at a leading U.S. investment bank who did not wish to be named
called the discovery “a gross violation of market efficiency.”  Kenton-Dau agrees.  “We have to accept
that price action is the combination of investor sentiment and these periods of rise and fall.  It’s a re-
definition of how we understand the market.”

The company claims that securing consistent on-going revenue from gold is just the first step.  “We
see the natural periods of rise and fall in all equity, commodity and currency markets,” says Kenton-
Dau.  “This insight eliminates a huge risk for investors – the continued need to bet on market
direction.  The investment industry is littered with firms that could no longer win those bets when
market conditions changed. Trading this naturally occuring feature of the markets removes this
important source of risk.”
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